6 Awesome Things To Make From Old Jeans

Categories: DIY, General

Everyone has some old jeans that either no longer fit or they are worn out... Rather than leave them sitting in the back of the wardrobe or throwing them in the trash, why not recycle them into something you can use, or even give away as a gift? Some of these would make great Christmas gifts, you especially need to check out the Christmas stocking made from old jeans, it's excellent.

Christmas Stocking From Old Jeans - looks amazing and it will last forever!

Jean Slippers - need some slippers now it's cold?

Old Jean Placements - have a look that this one, I love the use of the back pocket for the cutlery

Jean Oven Mitts - these are great, very durable and when they get dirty just throw them in the wash!

Jean Patched Pocket Panel - everyone needs a pocket panel for all those knickknacks, this is really clever...

Jean/Denim Coffee Cozy- no more burnt hand or cold coffee - make one and take it everywhere with you.
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